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GET THE FACTS!
FAYE’S FACTS

CALLING CHRISTIANS TO ATTENTION!   
GETTING TO THE ROOT OF THE MATTER!
MOBS PLANNING JIHAD IN AMERICAN STREETS   
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 4, 2017

No Fear of  God or Law Enforcement. Nasty 
woman leader,  Linda Sarsour  called for civil war in 
AmericHere it is! ANTIFA ….ISIS, USA…..WHERE IS THE 
ATTORNEY GENERAL AND CONGRESS??????

Dear Friends,
Next Saturday is D Day for the liberals to fulfil the 
cry of the witches to remove President Trump from  
office.   Their lies found in the dossier to destroy this 
man have been revealed.   Millions of  dollars spent to 
assassinate the  character and slander this successful 
business man the people elected to office. 

Many members of Congress, mostly women are 
inciting violence by publicly calling for President 
Trump to be murdered.   We can not ignore this.   
We need to fast, pray and contact Jeff Sessions this 
week and hold the Justice Dept accountable for any 
violence incurred on Sat. being led by Obama and 
liberal mobs.  THEY ARE NOT PROTESTERS….THEY ARE 
ORGANIZED MOBS.

THESE ARE AMERICAN STREETS……WHERE ARE  
JEFF SESSIONS ,THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT,  THE 
CONGRESS??????

Patriots beware! ANTIFA plans 
armed uprising on November 4!

America is poised for revolution, 
and a date has been set, 
November 4, 2017. This isn’t a 
viral marketing campaign for an 
action movie, or fake news. The 
terrorist organization, ANTIFA 
has announced the date on their 
website, and they are hoping 
to incite violence and chaos, 
with the aim of overthrowing 
the democratically elected 
government of the United 
States.  Odds are, they will fail, 
especially since their plans are 
known. But it is still a disturbing 
development. 

LOS ANGELES, CA (California 
Network) -- There is a terror 
organization made mostly of 
millennials, and they are ready 
to stage a revolution in the 
United States on November 
4. Known as ANTIFA, which 
is short for ‘Anti-Fascist,’ the 
organization is distinctly 
anti-Trump. Its membership 
rosters have exploded since the 
2016 presidential election.

ANTIFA in the USA seeks the 
overthrow of President Trump 
by violent means. This is the aim of the November 4 
revolution. Their website is filled with information and 
fliers. They ask for donations.t
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So how is it that an army of unemployed millennials 
can set up a website, organize national protests, 
print propaganda, train and equip members from 
their parents’ basements? The answers is, ANTIFA is 
financed by a higher-level organization.

Although ANTIFA is an old organization, it is a new 
threat. Just how it’s financed and organized is not 
widely understood. But if we look at the ideology 
of ANTIFA, we see who aligns with them politically. 
ANTIFA members are often armed, even if in subtle 
ways. Their goal is to do harm, without being caught.  

On the street, they are aligned with Black Lives 
Matter, an organization which aims to being 
attention to the unique challenges faced by blacks 
in America. However, the organization has been 
tainted by violence at their rallies. It is unclear if the 
organization itself is responsible for the violence, or if 
rogue members are to blame.  Also aligned with the 
organization are politicians, such as Obama, Clinton, 
and financier, George Soros.

Obama has been accused of fostering racial divide. 
Clinton, is infamously unscrupulous and corrupt, and 
enjoys the support of George Soros. As for Soros, he 
appears to be the purse behind a number of radical, 
leftist organizations. Although no direct link has been 
found between Soros and ANTIFA, it has been widely 
suspected and inferred.

“Obama has been 
accused of fostering 
racial divide.”

Soros has been known to funnel money to paid 
protestors, and ANTIFA members who say they were 
not paid as promised were recently caught protesting 
Soros and their missing paychecks. You do the math.
As for November 4, ANTIFA’s own literature states 
they seek the removal of President Trump and his 
vice president, Mike Pence. They seek to accomplish 
this by violence. They are openly encouraging 
other Americans to join them. This is sedition. On 
November 4, it will become treason against the 
Republic, and a democratically elected, sitting 
president.

It may be that some people do not like having Donald 
Trump as president. However, the way to deal with 
an unpopular president is not insurrection. It is to 
vote for a change in the next election. Our founding 
fathers, in their wisdom, included in our Constitution 
a mechanism whereby the American people could 
stage a bloodless revolution every four years. That 
system still works.

The people who want to break that system are not 
patriots. They do not love their country or respect the 
Republic, or the office of the president. They do not 
respect you, and if you do not support them , they 
think nothing of harming you. Typical communists.

This November 4, we pray for peace, 
and encourage all Americans to be prepared. 
If you have information about planned violence, arms 
trafficking, or other illegal activity, you are strongly 
encouraged to contact your local authorities.

Antifa Planning Communist 
Revolution for America
Written by  C. Mitchell Shaw

The communists in the Antifa crowd are planning 
to begin a revolution in America on Saturday, 
November 4 — almost exactly 100 years after the 
Bolshevik Revolution that took Russia out of the frying 
pan of Tsarist rule and into the fire of communist 
totalitarianism. While some see Antifa activists as the 
modern heroes of anti-Fascism — fighting against 
racism, sexism, and a litany of other “isms” — and 
others see them merely as the snowflake crowd of

FACEBOOK/YOUTUBE LIVE EACH WEEK:                      FAYEUSA                                INSIGHTUSA
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spoiled brats demanding free everything, the reality is 
that Antifa is one tool in the communists’ toolbox to 
bring America to her knees. And Saturday, November 
4, 2017, is the day they have chosen for the opening 
salvo in the American Bolshevik Revolution.

On Tuesday morning, September 26, the Antifa group 
Refuse Fascism blocked rush-hour traffic on the 101 
freeway for about a half an hour. Stretched out across 
the highway, holding signs spelling out, “NOV 4 IT 
BEGINS,” eight people chanted slogans such as “No 
Trump, no KKK, no fascist U.S.A.” and “Whose streets? 
Our streets!” Many others lined the areas above the 
freeway, holding banners demanding an end to the 
“Trump/Pence Regime” and shooting video of the 
blockade.

As cars backed up on the freeway for several 
miles with thousands of angry travelers creating 
a cacophony of honking horns, the Antifa crowd 
continued their siege of the public right-of-way, 
claiming it was theirs to block. The hypocrisy of the 
Antifa crowd claiming to be fighting for freedom 
— while restricting the liberty of thousands of the 
people whose rights they claim to care about — is 
telling. While blocking traffic, these “activists” seem 
to give no thought to the fact that there may be police 
officers, ambulance drivers, and fire fighters as well as 
ordinary citizens on their way to real, life-threatening 
emergencies who are blocked in that traffic while the 
Antifa crowd makes a political point.

“...both BLM and Antifa 
use the same disruptive 
tactics”
This tactic is nothing new; Antifa’s comrades-in-arms 
in the Black Lives Matter (BLM) crowd have used it 
on numerous occasions. It is not surprising that both 
BLM and Antifa use the same disruptive tactics; they 
both draw their philosophy (and their tactics) from 
the poisoned well of Marxist ideology. They are both 
tools of the Marxist plan to overthrow America.

As The New American’s 
William Jasper wrote 
Thursday:
As a journalist, and as 
a researcher for Dr. 
[Larry] McDonald and 
the Western Goals 
Foundation, during the 
1970s and early 1980s, 
I also went undercover 
inside the Communist 
Party USA, Revolutionary 
Communist Party, Socialist 
Workers Party, Workers 
World Party, and the 
radical student organizations that were feeder 
groups for the organized communists. What we are 
witnessing today with the rise of Antifa is a recreation 
of the atmosphere and the network of subversive 
organizations similar to that of the 1960s, ’70s, and 
’80s, that is part of an integral plan for a new phase 
of “the revolution.” They have literally declared war 
on America, as many of the Antifa banners openly, 
defiantly state. They intend to cause such chaos 
that America will become “ungovernable,” leading 
(they hope) to the overthrow of our constitutional 
system (which they say is racist and fascist) and 
the establishment of an anarchist-communist 
dictatorship.

As part of that plan to establish “an anarchist-
communist dictatorship,” the communists in Antifa 
are not one bit above engaging in criminal behavior. 
Like their communist predecessors in other places 
and other times, Antifa has staged riots, burned or 
otherwise destroyed public and private property, and 
used violence and the threat of violence to cow their 
opponents into silent submission.

Don’t Miss Saturday’s 
Patriotic Prayer Conference 

Call 
w/ Faye’s weekly updates for 

specific intercession.
Every Saturday – 2pm EST

712.432.0900
Call Insight (407.265.0700) 

Press 2 for access code

“Antifa 
has staged 
riots...”
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A “press release,” which accompanied the video and 
was also made available on the website of Refuse 
Fascism, makes it clear that this particular piece of 
criminal behavior was part of a plan to promote 
November 4 as a day to:

Take To The Streets And Public Squares in cities and 
towns across the country continuing day after day and 
night after night — not stopping — until our DEMAND 
is met: This Nightmare Must End: The Trump/ Pence 
Regime Must Go!

The “press release” goes on to say:
The activists spoke out: “The Trump Regime Must and Can 
Be Stopped. This is not wishful thinking but could be made a 
reality if all who hate what is represented by this fascist regime 
translate our outrage into a massive, sustained mobilization to 
create the political conditions which make this possible. We are 
millions. Our only recourse now is to act together outside normal 
channels. On November 4 - It Begins. Every faction within the 
established power structure must be forced to respond to what 
we do — creating a situation where the Trump/Pence regime is 
removed from power.”

The non-violent civil disobedience activists warned: 
“The Trump/Pence regime will repeatedly launch 
new highly repressive measures, eventually clamping 
down on all resistance and remaking the law… IF THEY 
ARE NOT DRIVEN FROM POWER.”

They declared: “NO! We REFUSE To Accept A Fascist 
America. Now is the time to raise the alarm... now is 
the time to throw yourselves in with all the passion, 
creativity, energy, and determination this cause 
deserves...now is the time to organize, prepare 
for, and let everyone know about what begins on 
November 4 ~ In the Name of Humanity, This Fascist 
Trump/Pence Regime Must GO!”

And:
Our protest must grow day after day and night after 
night — thousands becoming hundreds of thousands, 
and then millions — determined to act to put a stop 
to the grave danger that the Trump/Pence Regime 
poses to the world by demanding that this whole 
regime be removed from power.

Just what the significance of November 4 is to the 
communists in Antifa is not known outside their 
circles. This date is just three days prior to the 100th 

anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution’s November 
7, 1917 (October 25 under the old calendar) 
overthrow of the provisional government (which had 
replaced Tsarist rule a few months earlier) in Russia. 
Perhaps Antifa chose November 4 because it is on a 
Saturday and less likely to interfere with the capitalist 
jobs of some of the revolutionaries. Or perhaps 
Antifa’s timing has absolutely nothing to do with the 
Bolshevik Revolution’s centennial — though even if 
that were the case the communists in Antifa would 
surely view the timing of their revolution as a happy 
coincidence. At any rate, Americans can expect more 
revolutionary agitation between now and November 
4 as the communists plan and execute new ways to 
promote their revolution.

And police departments all over the country 
should be preparing for November 4. 
Because while there may not be “thousands 
becoming hundreds of thousands, and then 
millions” involved in the events starting 
that day, there will be more episodes of 
disruption and — if the past is any indicator 
— some of it is likely to turn violent.

Refuse Fascism Is Organizing the Nov. 4 
Event and Wants the Protest to Be Reminiscent
of the January Women’s March

GettyActivists stage an anti-Trump protest in front 
of the U.S. Supreme Court January 23, 2017 in 
Washington, DC. The group, Refuse Fascism, called for 
a “must stop business as usual this week” to “stop the 
Trump/Pence regime.”
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LOCATIONS OF MOBS ..  
Anoint these locations 
with oil.   Send angels 
to thwart the plans 
of the wicked….Pray 
every day….Ask God to 
reverse the powers 
of darkness on the 

evil ones. Let God give you the way to pray and call a 
friend and unite with me.

• Austin, Texas 1:00 p.m.   City Hall 301 west 2nd 
• Boston, MA 4:00 p.m.    Shoppers Plaza 1 Franklin Street   

(Note: Another event is happening in Boston on Oc)
• Chicago, Illinois 1:00 p.m.   Federal Plaza, 219 S
• Cincinnati, 1:00 p.m.   Piatt Park, 30 Garfield Place
• Cleveland, 1:00 p.m.   Public Square
• Honolulu,  9:30 a.m.   9:30am: (Gather at Ala Moana Park 

(across from Pi`ikoi St.) 11:00 am: Rally at Thomas Square 
• Houston, Texas, (Houston is planning an event but details 

are not yet available.)
• Los Angeles, CA  1:00 p.m.  Pershing Square 5th St. and Hill 

Downtown LA
• Minneapolis, 12:00 p.m.   Berger Fountain at Loring Park  

1382 Willow Street
• New York City, 2:00 p.m.    42nd Street & Broadway NYC
• <In addition, organizing meetings will take place Nov. 1, 8, 

15, and 22 from 6:30-8:30 p.m. at the LGBT Center on 13th 
Street.)

• Omaha,  1:00 p.m.  Memorial Park, 
• Philadelphia, 2:00 p.m.   Thomas Paine Plaza  1401 John F 

Kennedy Blvd, 
• Pittsfield, MA 1:00 p.m.  Park Square 1 West Street
• Portland, Oregon   2:00 p.m.   
• Salem, OR, 3:00 p.m.  Salem Capitol
• San Francisco, CA   3:00 p.m.   Union Square, San Francisco
• Seattle, 12:00 p.m. (Gather at Seattle City Hall Plaza, 4th 

Avenue & James Street)
In addition, weekly organizing meetings are held Wednesdays, 
6:30-8:30 p.m., at All Pilgrims Christian Church.
• Tuscon,2:00 p.m.   
March begins at Tucson Comic Con / TCC 260 S.  Church Avenue 

URGENT;   FASTING…..PRAYER….ACTION

I gave you information on Obama’s non profit  Organizing for 
Action organization a few weeks ago.   We prayed for God to 
reverse all curses and lies of these liberals.    TODAY WE CAN 
BELIEVE….THEY ARE  ORGANIZED AND funded with millions of 
dollars.

Our prayers must pick up this week and dethrone their evil 
intentions. Friends,  please call Attn. General Jeff Sessions 
and let him know we will hold him and his law enforcement 
colleges responsible for any violence that takes place on the 4th 
wherever it occurs.

God’s people are praying.   
Bind the media lies and all the haters’ unity of   Pres. Trump and 
those of us who support him in both parties .

PLEASE SOW YOUR BEST SEED TO KEEP ME ON THE FRONT LINES.   
RIGHT NOW WE ARE $7,000 BEHIND AND  WILL NOT BE ABLE TO 
GO FORWARD WITHOUT FINANCIAL   SUPPORT.
GO TO FAYE.VWM.COM AND SIGN VIRTUOUS WOMAN’S 
PETITION.   TELL  HILLARY AND NASTY WOMEN ….YOU DO NOT 
SPEAK FOR ME….

Like me on Facebook:  
FayeUSA 

See latest posts
Live weekly. Don’t miss it.

PRAY  THESE SCRIPTURS OVER EVIL DOERS WORKING 
TO BRING BLOOD TO OUR STREETS.Lord Jesus, in 
Your Holy Name, I bind all evil spirits of the air, water, 
ground, underground, and netherworld. I further 
bind, in Jesus’ Name, any and all emissaries of the 
satanic headquarters and claim the Precious Blood 
of Jesus on the air, a tmosphere, water, ground and 
their fruits around us, the underground and the 
netherworld below.
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Heavenly Father, allow Your Son Jesus to come now 
with the Holy Spirit,  the holy angels and the saints 
to protect INNOCENT PEOPLE AND OUR PRESIDENT 
DONALD  TRUMP, HIS FAMILY AND SUPPORTERS  
from all harm and to keep all evil spirits from taking 
revenge on me in any way.

In the Holy Name of Jesus, I seal ALL CITIZENS, THE 
USA, WHITE HOUSE, and all sources of supply in the 
Precious Blood of Jesus Christ.

In the Holy Name of Jesus, I break and dissolve 
any and all curses, hexes, spells, snares, traps, lies, 
obstacles, deceptions, diversions, spiritual influences, 
evil wishes, evil desires, hereditary seals, known and 
unknown, and every dysfunction and disease from 
any source including mistakes and sins.

 In Jesus’ Name, I sever the transmission of any and 
all satanic vows, pacts, spiritual bonds, soul ties, and 
satanic works. 

In Jesus’ Name, I break and dissolve any and all links 
and effects of links with: astrologers; bo channelers; 
charters; clairvoyants; crystal healers; crystals; fortune 
tellers; mediums; the New Age Movement; occult 
seers; palm, tea leaf, or tarot card readers; psychics;  
satanic cults; spirit guides; witches; witchdoctors; 
and, Voodoo. 

In Jesus’ Name, I dissolve all effects of participation 
in seances and divination, Ouija boards, horoscopes, 
occult games of all sorts, and any form of worship that 
does not offer true honor to Jesus Christ.

Psalm 34:16
Verse Concepts
The face of the LORD is against evildoers, To cut off the memory 
of them from the earth.

Psalm 37:1
Verse Concepts
Do not fret because of evildoers, Be not envious toward 
wrongdoers.

Psalm 101:8
Verse Concepts
Every morning I will destroy all the wicked of the land, So as to 
cut off from the city of the LORD all those who do iniquity.

Proverbs 17:4
Verse Concepts
An evildoer listens to wicked lips; A liar pays attention to a 
destructive tongue.

You Are Passing Through! 
A Word by Angie Stolba 

“Blessed are those whose strength is in you, whose 
hearts are set on pilgrimage. As they pass through 
the Valley of Baka, they make it a place of springs; the 
autumn rains also cover it with pools. They go from 
strength to strength, till each appears before God in 
Zion.” | Psalm 84:5-7

I hear the Lord saying, “Do not cast away your confidence; 
you are passing through this valley.” The enemy is seeking 
to blindside many through sudden distractions and 
onslaughts that have seemingly come out of nowhere. 
However, the Lord is working it all out for your good, 
and your victory is assured.

“The One who breaks open the way will go up before them;
they will break through the gate and go out.
Their King will pass through before them,
the Lord at their head” (Micah 2:13).

Join a team! 
Lead a Team!
Host Faye for an Insight 
Rally in Your City

Contact Faye: 407.265.0700, option 2
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Do not focus on the ‘smoke and mirrors.’ The Lord 
is working out everything for your good, and these 
earthly trials are not as they appear. Stay rooted 
and grounded in the truth! This will be a season of 
breakthrough, acceleration, and increase, as you are 
advancing and moving forward.

Habakkuk 2:11 says, “I will stand at my watch and station 
myself on the ramparts; I will look to see what he will say to 
me.” Stay at your post of prayer, and refuse to budge 
from from what the Lord has spoken to you. Continue 
to declare God’s truths and promises aloud. This 
is a time to ‘war’ with your prophetic words and 
promises, just as the Lord declared in Jeremiah, “‘Is not 
my word like fire,’ declares the LORD, ‘and like a hammer that 
breaks a rock in pieces?’ (Jeremiah 23:29)

Shake off complacency and discouragement, and 
make war with your prophetic words! God is not slack 
concerning His promises. He is going to do everything 
He has said that He will do. Stay aligned with His 
truth, and be encouraged if you are experiencing 
momentary turbulence. The fog will lift, and you will 
pass through to the other side!

For the LORD your God is the one who goes with 
you to fight for you against your enemies to give you 
victory (Deuteronomy 20:4).

Riches Stored In Secret Places
A Word by Angie Stolba

I will give you hidden treasures, riches stored in secret places, 
so that you may know that I am the Lord, the God of Israel, who 
summons you by name. | Isaiah 45:3

As I was recently seeking the Lord, He brought to my mind the 
verse in Isaiah 45 that tells of riches stored in secret places. Did 
you know that the wealth of the wicked is stored up for the 
righteous? We are told this in Proverbs 13:22! The Lord has the 
ability to give you these hidden treasures: riches stored in secret 
places.

John 4:35 says “the fields are ripe for harvest.” We have entered 
into a season of increase and acceleration. I believe that there 
is going to be a divine, heavenly transfer of riches so that the 
Kingdom of God can continue to be advanced.
I hear the Spirit of the Lord saying, “Where are my laborers? 
Where are those who will give into My Kingdom and help bring 
forth the Word of the Lord?”


